OUR COMMITMENT TO YOU
D U R I N G T H E R E G E N E R AT I O N P R O C E S S

No one underestimates the potential distress that regenerating an estate could cause for current residents. To reduce this as much as possible, we are committed to keep
uncertainty for residents to a minimum by giving all residents the information and support that they need to make the best choices about their and their families’ futures.

INFORMED
We believe that effective communication and
information sharing is a vital part of involving
you, the residents, in what happens to
where you live.
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We will be
delivering
monthly
newsletters,
sharing
contents of
workshops,
meetings
and events
and to raise
awareness.

WEBSITE &
EMAIL

The contents of
the newsletters
and information
about events
will also be sent
out by email and
uploaded to:
estateregeneration.
lambeth.gov.uk/
westbury

DOOR KNOCKING

We will be
door knocking
throughout
the process
to make sure
you know what
is happening
and are aware
of upcoming
events.

By holding regular, events we will be making
sure that you can give your informed opinion
and that we can understand your views.
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By being involved at our workshops,
exhibitions and the study trips you can
help us understand what a better home
would be for you.

We are doing lots of different things to make
sure that as many of you as possible are
aware of what is happening, how you
can be involved and what you can
influence.

NEWSLETTERS

I N V O LV E D

LETTERS FROM
THE COUNCIL

At key points
you will recieve
letters from
the Council
regarding how
the regeneration
plans will effect
you.

DROP-IN
SESSIONS

The Council
will hold
monthly dropin sessions for
you to get more
information and
advice on how
the plans might
affect you.

STUDY TRIPS

There will be
two trips to
go and see
examples of
interiors and
play spaces
in order to get
your views and
ideas.

WORKSHOPS /
MEETINGS

Monthly
workshops will
explore design
principles,
and important
aspects and
considerations
for the
regeneration

INFLUENCE
By telling us your priorities and concerns you
can influence some of the decisions made
by the Council, Architects & Development
Managers going forward.
Whilst your estate is going to undergo
regeneration to provide more and
better homes, by letting us know your
priorities you can help shape the
design of the estate.

PUBLIC
EXHIBITIONS

Exhibitions
allow us to
share progress
and give you the
opportunity to
ask questions
and give
feedback.

RESIDENT
ENGAGEMENT
PANEL

The Resident’s
Engagement
Panel (REP)
acts as a
sounding board
for the Council
so that they
can understand
issues from
a resident
perspective.

DESIGN OF
BESPOKE
ELEMENTS

We would like
residents to
share ideas for
some bespoke
elements for
the new estate
- this could be
public art, play
areas, signage
or wayfinding.

DESIGN OF NEW
ESTATE
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By coming to
our events and
providing your
feedback you
can influence
the design for
the estate and
what your new
home will look
like.

